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Introduction
While recent deep neural networks have achieved a promising performance on object recognition,
they rely implicitly on the visual contents of the whole image. So we train deep neural networks
on the foreground (object) and background (context) regions of images respectively.

Contributions
1) We demonstrate that learning foreground and background visual contents separately is
beneficial for object recognition. Training a network based on pure background although
being wired and challenging, is technically feasible and captures highly useful visual
information.
2) We conduct human recognition experiments on either pure background or foreground
regions to find that human beings outperform networks on pure foreground while are beaten
by networks on pure background, which implies the different mechanisms of understanding an
image between networks and humans.
3) We straightforwardly combine multiple neural networks to explore the effectiveness of
different learned visual clues under two conditions with and without ground-truth
bounding box, which gives promising improvement over the baseline deep neural networks.

Table 2: Classification accuracy (in terms of top-1, top-5) on five sets by deep neural
networks and human, respectively.

Examples
Snake?
Snail?
Lizard?
Scorpion?
…

Bird?
Squirrel?
Monkey?
Bat?
…

Check Answers ;)

Bird and Snail

Datasets

Figure 2: Classification accuracy with respect to the foreground ratio on testing images. The
number at, say, 0.3, represents the testing accuracy on the set of all images with foreground
ratio no greater than 30%. Best viewed in color.

Figure 3: Patch visualization of FGNet on FGSet (left), BGNet on BGSet (middle) and
OrigNet on OrigSet (right). Each row corresponds to one filter on the conv-5 layer, and each
patch is selected from 13^2× 50000 ones, with the highest response on that kernel.

Figure 1: Procedures of dataset generation.

Table 1: The configuration of different image datasets originated from the ILSVRC2012.
The lass column denotes the testing performance of trained AlexNet in terms of top-1 and
top-5 classification accuracy on corresponding datasets, e.g., the BGNet gives 14.41% top-1
and 29.62% top-5 accuracy on the testing images of BGSet.

Table 4: Classification accuracy (in terms of top-1, top-5) comparison of different network
combinations.

Conclusions
In this work, we first demonstrate the surprising finding that neural networks can predict
object categories quite well even when the object is not present. This motivates us to study
the human recognition performance on foreground with objects and background without
objects. We show on the 127-classes ILSVRC2012 that human beings beat neural networks
for foreground object recognition, while perform much worse to predict the object category
only on the background without objects. Then explicitly combining the visual patterns
learned from different networks can help each other for the recognition task. We claim that
more emphasis should be placed on the role of contexts for object detection and recognition.

Table 3: Cross evaluation accuracy (in terms of top-1, top-5) on four networks and three
testing sets. Note that the testing set of HybridSet is identical to that of FGSet.
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